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Abstract
In this paper we give results on (p-)blocks with the defect groups isomorphic to an extra special group
of order p3. We are particularly interested in the number of irreducible ordinary characters, and the number
of irreducible Brauer characters in the block. The situation splits naturally into two cases according to the
exponent of the extra special group in this paper we concentrate on the exponent p case.
We prove that if p > 7, then there exists a non-major subsection. We give some conditions which guar-
antee that Brauer’s k(B)-Conjecture is satisfied.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we shall use I.M. Isaacs’ approach to block structure, [16]. We consider a block,
B, as a union of two sets, a set of irreducible ordinary characters of G, of cardinality k(B), and
a set of irreducible Brauer characters of G, of cardinality l(B).
Brauer’s k(B)-Conjecture [3] states that the number of ordinary irreducible characters in a
block is less than the order of the defect group, D. We aim to continue the investigation of this
conjecture in the case where the block has an extra special defect group of order p3 with p odd.
We shall denote such a block by B and a defect group of B by D to distinguish it from the general
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Olsson [22] hence we work with only odd primes.
This paper continues the work in [14] where Brauer’s k(B)-Conjecture was shown to hold in
the exponent p2 case. It also showed that Olsson’s Conjecture holds for the exponent p2 case and
in a special case when we have exponent p. This work uses many of the results proved [14] and
familiarity with the work is assumed. Therefore we also assume the definitions from [14]—see
Appendix A for a summary.
Here we carefully examine the action of the inertial quotient on the defect group using Dick-
son’s Theorem, and results of Olsson [24], allow us to make some progress towards the two
conjectures in this case.
Here the fusion in the block is not necessarily controlled by the inertial quotient as in the
exponent p2 case. Hence it is not always possible to calculate k(B) − l(B) explicitly when we
only have knowledge of the inertial quotient. But by applying Olsson’s results on inequalities
for block theoretic invariants, for p > 7, we are able to show that, under a certain assumption,
Brauer’s k(B)-Conjecture holds. We also show, again for p > 7, that all the subsections cannot
be major. This gives us more cases where Olsson’s Conjecture holds. We also apply the theory of
lower defect groups as developed by Olsson in [23] to gain information about the value of l(B).
We use a number of results from [23,24] and a familiarity with this research is also assumed.
We also apply earlier results to the exponent p case for the primes 3,5 and 7. We calculate
the block invariants where possible, and show when we can deduce that Olsson’s and Brauer’s
Conjectures hold.
2. Preliminaries
Here we give the hypothesis which will be assumed for the remainder of the paper, then state
some definitions and Dickson’s Theorem, which will be important for the two main results in
this paper.
2.1. Hypothesis
Fix a prime p > 2. Let G be a finite group with order paq where p  q . Let (K,L,F) be a
p-modular system where L is a complete local discrete valuation ring of characteristic zero such
that the quotient field, K, contains all |G|th roots of unity and L/M = F is a field of characteris-
tic p, where M is the unique maximal ideal of L.
Let Bl(G) be the set of blocks of G, and let Bl(G |D) be the set of blocks with defect groupD.
Let B be a block of G with an extra special defect group, D of order p3. (We shall restrict to
exponent p2 later.) We shall use B and D when we mean a block with an arbitrary defect group.
2.2. The extra special groups as defect groups
We shall restate some required background from [14]. We start with the definitions of the
Extra Special Groups.
The extra special groups
Definition 2.1. A p-group G is called extra special if |Z(G)| = |G′| = |Φ(G)| = p.
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of exponent p (for which we write p1+2+ ) and one of exponent p2 (for which we write p1+2− ). For
the exponent p case we shall use the following presentation:
p1+2+ =
〈
x, y, z
∣∣ xp = yp = zp = 1, [x, z] = [y, z] = 1, [x, y] = z〉.
When we refer to x, y and z, we refer to those occurring in the above presentations.
The structure of the extra special groups
We shall denote an arbitrary maximal subgroup of D by Q and a subgroup of order p by P .
The center of D, which is contained in all the maximal subgroups, shall be denoted by Z. If a
maximal subgroup is elementary abelian then we shall normally assume that it is generated by x
and z, where z generates Z. If the maximal subgroup is cyclic, specifically, then we may refer to
it as Y = 〈y〉. In particular the group p1+2+ has p2 + p − 1 conjugacy classes:
{
zk
}
for 0 k  p − 1,{
xiyj , zxiyj , . . . , zp−1xiyj
}
for {i, j | 0 i, j  p − 1, excluding i = j = 0}.
There are p + 1 maximal subgroups, Qi (1  i  p + 1), which are elementary abelian of
order p2. Each Qi contains the center, Z and p distinct cyclic p groups.
Outer automorphism group of p1+2+
When D has exponent p we can present it as a subgroup of GL3(p) in the following way:
D ∼=
{( 1 0 0
a 1 0
c b 1
) ∣∣∣ a, b, c ∈ Fp
}
.
Proposition 2.2. If D is extra special of order p3 and exponent p, then the outer automorphism
group of D, denoted by Out(D) is isomorphic to GL2(p). The action of Out(D) on D is equiva-
lent to the following. For A = ( α β
γ δ
) ∈ GL2(p), we have
( 1 0 0
a 1 0
c b 1
)A
=
⎛
⎝ 1 0 0aα + bγ 1 0
1
2a
2αβ + 12b2γ δ + abβγ + det(A)c aβ + bδ 1
⎞
⎠ . (1)
We refer to Doerk and Hawkes [12, §A, 20.8] for a proof.
Outer automorphism groups of the maximal subgroups
If a maximal subgroup of D is elementary abelian of order p2, then it can be considered
as a vector space over Fp . It is easy to see that this has outer automorphism group isomorphic
to GL2(p) with the natural action.
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morphic to Cp  Cp−1 with the non-trivial action of Cp−1. See Doerk and Hawkes [12, §A,
21.1(b)].
2.3. Exponent p
We now concentrate on the exponent p case and show that under a condition on the major
subsections, Brauer’s k(B)-Conjecture holds for p > 7. We consider the smaller primes later.
We also prove that if p > 7 then there always exists a non-major subsection. This does not hold
for p = 3 and 5 but we are unsure at present about p = 7. Along the way we prove some results
about the value of l(b) for the major subsections and under strong assumptions we give the value
of l(B). We then drop the assumptions to calculate l(B) − m(1)G,B(1). We give some corollaries
which improve the calculation, and finally, assuming that the defect group is normal we give an
upper bound for l(B).
Remark. Throughout the remainder of the paper B will be a block of G with an extra special de-
fect group of order p3 and exponent p. We fix a Sylow B-subpair (D,bD) and for a p-subgroup
R of D let bR be the unique block of RCG(R) such that
(R,bR) (D,bD).
Let I = IG(D,bD) := NG(D,bD)DCG(D) and Z be the center of D. We shall state general results using B
andD. We first give some definitions and an important theorem that will be relevant for the major
results in the paper.
2.4. Definitions and Dickson’s Theorem
Definition 2.3. Let B be a block with defect group D. We can consider I acting on D/Z as the
natural action of GL2(p) on a two dimensional vector space. We define a vector space V ∼= D/Z
where an element uZ corresponds to the vector vu. Let the basis of V be {vx, vy}. Then we set
(i, j) = vxiyj . We also have a correspondence between the p + 1 maximal subgroups of D and
the 1-spaces of V in the following way. Q = 〈u, z〉 corresponds to the 1-space generated by vu
which we label Vu.
Definition 2.4. Let Ψ : GL2(p) → PGL2(p) be the natural projection. Let
( α β
γ δ
) ∈ GL2(p). Then
(
α β
γ δ
)
−→
(
η −→ αη + γ
δη + β
)
where η ∈ {∞,0,1, . . . , p − 1}.
We give the following theorem of Dickson on the subgroup structure of PGL2(p) that we shall
apply a number of times through the paper.
Theorem 2.5 (Dickson). Let H GL2(p). Then Ψ (H) is one of the following.
1. Cyclic of order dividing p ± 1.
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3. A4 for p > 2.
4. S4 for p2 − 1 ≡ 0 (mod 16).
5. A5 for p = 5 or p2 − 1 ≡ 0 (mod 5).
6. PSL2(p).
7. A subgroup of a semidirect product of Cp and a cyclic subgroup of Cp−1.
Moreover, the subgroups PSL2(p), AGL1(p) and D2(p±1) are maximal. The subgroup S4 can
also be maximal. For further information see either [11] or [15, §8].
3. There exists a non-major subsection
In this section we prove that we always have a non-major subsection, unless p is small. We
first prove a well-known lemma we require for our result.
Lemma 3.1. Let B be a block with (arbitrary) defect group D. Let (D, bD) be a Sylow
B-subpair and let (R,bR) (D, bD) be a B-subpair. Then
NNG(R,bR)
(
DCG(R)
)= NNG(R,bR)(D, bD)CG(R).
Proof. Let g ∈ NNG(R,bR)(DCG(R)) = N . Consider,
(R,bR) = (R,bR)g  (D, bD)g =
(
Dg, bDg
)
.
Hence, we have
b∗ := bDCG(R)R = bDCG(R)D = bDCG(R)Dg .
Therefore (D, bD) and (Dg, bDg ) are Sylow b∗-subpairs. By Alperin and Broué’s Theorem
[2, 3.10], there exists an element c in DCG(R) such that
(D, bD)
g = (D, bD)c.
Hence gc−1 ∈ NNG(R,bR)(D, bD) and
g = gc−1c ∈ NNG(R,bR)(D, bD)DCG(R) = NNG(R,bR)(D, bD)CG(R). 
We now prove our main result in this section.
Theorem 3.2. Let B be a block of G with an extra special defect group isomorphic to p1+2+ . Then
for p > 7 there exists a non-major subsection.
Proof. We assume that all the subsections are major and prove this theorem by contradiction.
By Brauer [5, 4A], this is equivalent to assuming that all the cyclic subgroups of the defect group
are conjugate. We see that, in most cases, this would require a p-element to be contained in the
inertial quotient of the defect group, contrary to the fact that the inertial quotient is a p′-group.
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Q = 〈x, z〉, a maximal subgroup of D of order p2. Then there exists by Olsson [25, 1.6] a unique
block bQ of QCG(Q) = CG(Q) such that
(Q,bQ) (D,bD).
From [14, Proposition 4.7] we may assume
SL2(p)
NG(Q,bQ)
CG(Q)
and from [14, 3.10] we have
DCG(Q)
CG(Q)
∈ Sylp
(
NG(Q,bQ)
CG(Q)
)
.
Without loss of generality, we may assume
DCG(Q)
CG(Q)
=
〈
yCG(Q)
CG(Q)
〉
=
〈(
1 1
0 1
)〉
.
Let λ ∈ Fp be primitive (that is |λ| = p − 1). Then we have
γ =
(
λ 0
0 λ−1
)
∈ NNG(Q,bQ)
CG(Q)
(
DCG(Q)
CG(Q)
)
.
From Lemma 3.1, we have that
NNG(Q,bQ)
(
DCG(Q)
)= NNG(Q,bQ)(D,bD)CG(Q).
So we can consider the action of γ on D = 〈x, y, z〉
z −→ zλ, x −→ xλ−1 and y −→ yλ2 .
This gives rise to an element, Γ of NG(D,bD)
DCG(D)
. By considering NG(D,bD)
DCG(D)
as a subgroup of GL2(p),
we have
Γ =
(
λ−1 0
0 λ2
)
.
We consider Γ acting on the vector space V ∼= DZ as in Definition 2.3.
Any scalar element of GL2(p) occurring in IG(D,bD) fixes all the proper subgroups
of D. Hence the fusion pattern of the maximal subgroups of D remains the same on passing
to PGL2(p). Hence we can consider Ψ (Γ ) in PGL2(p) acting on the p + 1 subgroups of or-
der p2 or equivalently on the 1-spaces of V . To obtain a contradiction it is enough to show
that a p-element occurs in the subgroup Ψ (IG(D,bD)) of PGL2(p) as p-elements of PGL2(p)
correspond to p-elements of GL2(p).
Γ fixes the two subgroups Q = 〈x, z〉 and Q′ = 〈y, z〉 hence Ψ (Γ ) fixes the 1-spaces Vx
and Vy . There are two possible fusion patterns of the remaining 1-spaces that can occur, this is
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represents a 1-space (or p2 subgroup) and a line denotes conjugacy.
Case 1. Ψ (Γ ) is transitive on the p − 1 remaining 1-spaces.
       
Case 2. Ψ (Γ ) has three orbits of size p−13 .
       
Everything so far applies for all choices of Q, so we now consider Qi and the corresponding Γi
which fixes Qi for 1  i  p + 1. Let Qi correspond to the 1-space Vi so that Ψ (Γi) fixes Vi .
We then consider the subgroup of PGL2(p) generated by the Ψ (Γi)’s.
Since the case is dictated by the properties of the field, either all the Ψ (Γi) are in Case 1 or
they are all in Case 2. So we may consider each case separately.
For Case 1 we consider just two subgroups, Q1 and Q2 such that Γ1 does not fix Q2. Let
Π = 〈Ψ (Γ1),Ψ (Γ2)〉. Then we have two possibilities. The first, that Γ1 and Γ2 fix a common
subgroup. This can be seen in the following diagram.
       
       
On combining these we see that we have an orbit of size p. So we must have an element of
order p in Π . Hence we have a contradiction.
Now, suppose that Γ1 and Γ2 do not fix a common subgroup as in the following diagram.
       
       
Then, for p > 3, V1 has an orbit of size p + 1 and a stabilizer of size at least p − 1. Therefore,
by the Orbit-Stabilizer Theorem, we know that Π , as a subgroup of PGL2(p) has index 1 or p.
But for p > 7, by Dickson’s Theorem 2.5, PGL2(p) has no subgroup of index p. Hence Π =
PGL2(p). But this has a p-element which gives us a contradiction.
Now suppose we are in Case 2. We, again, take two subgroups Q1 and Q2 with corresponding
Γ1 and Γ2 such that Γ1 does not fix Q2. We consider the subgroup Π = 〈Ψ (Γ1),Ψ (Γ2)〉 of
PGL2(p).
As before, we first assume that Γ1 and Γ2 fix a common subgroup. Then we know that Π
lies inside the subgroup AGL1(p) of PGL2(p) since this is the point stabilizer. In the language
of projective geometry we can assume without loss of generality that Ψ (Γ1) fixes ∞ and 0, and
that Ψ (Γ2) fixes ∞ and a = 0. We can write the group AGL1(p) in the following ways
AGL1(p) =
{
η −→ αη + β ∣∣ α ∈ F∗p, β ∈ Fp}
= {η −→ η + β | β ∈ Fp} 
{
η −→ αη ∣∣ α ∈ F∗p}
= N  M ∼= Cp  Cp−1.
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the following way
Ψ (Γ1): η −→ αη, α = 0,
Ψ (Γ2): η −→ γ η + β, β = 0, γ = 0,1.
We have N ∩ 〈Ψ (Γ1)〉 = N ∩ 〈Ψ (Γ2)〉 = 1, therefore, since the order of N is co-prime to p−13 ,
we know that in the quotient 〈NΨ (Γ1)〉 and 〈NΨ (Γ2)〉 both have order p−13 . Since the quo-
tient is Cp−1 we have that 〈NΨ (Γ1)〉 = 〈NΨ (Γ2)〉. Hence there exists an integer k such that
(Ψ (Γ1))kΨ (Γ2) ∈ N . Now, for the element
(
Ψ (Γ1)
)k
Ψ (Γ2) :η −→ αkγ η + β
to be in N we require α−k = γ . But, since β = 0, we have that (Ψ (Γ1))kΨ (Γ2) is not the identity,
hence is of order p. This gives us an element of order p in Π , which is a contradiction, so we
cannot have Γ1 and Γ2 fixing a common subgroup.
We now assume that Γ1 and Γ2 do not fix a common subgroup. We know that Π cannot be
the whole of PGL2(p) since this contains a p-element. We also know that Π is non-abelian
for p > 7, as Γ1 and Γ2 do not commute. So, we assume that Π is contained in each maximal
subgroup of PGL2(p) in turn. (See Dickson’s Theorem 2.5.)
First, we consider PSL2(p) as a permutation group on the 1-spaces. Then PSL2(p) consists
of all the even permutations. But our elements Ψ (Γ1) and Ψ (Γ2) are odd permutations, so Π
cannot be contained in PSL2(p).
We now consider the dihedral group D2(p+1). All elements of this group have order dividing
p + 1. But, if p > 7, then p−13 does not divide p + 1. Therefore Ψ (Γ1) and Ψ (Γ2) are not in
D2(p+1) and so Π cannot be contained in D2(p+1).
All the non-abelian subgroups of the remaining maximal dihedral group, D2(p−1) acting on
the 1-spaces have an orbit of size 2. But, in the group Π , all the orbits are of size at least p−13 .
Therefore, if p > 7, then Π cannot be contained in the maximal subgroup D2(p−1).
We can ignore the maximal subgroup AGL1(p) since (by assumption) we know that we do
not stabilize a 1-space, so the only remaining maximal subgroup is S4. This group has elements
of order 1, 2, 3 and 4. So, for p > 13 the elements Ψ (Γ1) and Ψ (Γ2) cannot be in S4. If p = 7,
then as a subgroup of PGL2(7), S4 is contained in PSL2(p) which has already been excluded.
For the prime 13 we have to consider the addition of another generating element, Ψ (Γ3). The
fusion pattern for S4 in this case is
             
We assume that the 1-space fixed by Ψ (Γ3) is in the orbit of size 8. Then one of the orbits of
size 4 given by Ψ (Γ3) must fuse the two orbits giving the group Π ′ = 〈Ψ (Γ1),Ψ (Γ2),Ψ (Γ3)〉
is the whole of PGL2(p). This is a contradiction and gives the result. 
Remark. For the cases p = 3 and 5, we can have all subsections major, as in the principal block
of the following groups: (for p = 3) Ru,J4, 2F4(2)′ and (for p = 5) Th. For p = 7 the inertial
quotient of the defect group on reduction to PGL2(p) would have to be contained in one of the
two maximal dihedral groups. On lifting, this would require one of the following two subgroups:
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Sylow 7-subgroup 71+2+ but it is not clear that they do not occur in general.
The following corollaries are simple deductions from the proof above.
Corollary 3.3. Let B ∈ Bl(G | D). Let Q = 〈w,u〉 be a maximal subgroup of D and let
IG(D,bD) be the inertial quotient of D. Suppose that IG(D,bD) does not contain an element
giving rise to a fusion pattern equivalent to that generated by Γ (as above) which projectively
looks like one of the following.
   
       
Then the subsection (w,bw) is non-major and IG(Q,bQ) = ING(D,bD)(Q,bQ) (by Proposi-
tion 4.7 [14]).
Corollary 3.4. Let B ∈ Bl(G | D). Suppose that p /∈ {2,3,5,7,13}. Then there exists at most one
pair of maximal subgroups, Q1 and Q2, such that for w ∈ Qi\Z we have that (w,bw) is a major
subsection. Furthermore, this pair cannot be conjugate to any other maximal subgroup of D.
Corollary 3.5. Let B ∈ Bl(G | D). Suppose that D contains a maximal subgroup Q for which
IG(Q,bQ) = ING(D,bD)∩CG(Z)(Q,bQ).
Then Olsson’s Conjecture is satisfied for B .
The following result is also evident from the proof above, which can be seen as an extension
of Proposition 4.8 [14].
Proposition 3.6. Let B be a block of G with an extra special defect group isomorphic to p1+2+ .
Let (D,bD) be a Sylow B-subpair and let (w,bw) ∈ (D,bD) be such that w is non-central.
Suppose that the number of G-conjugacy classes of major subsections, nB is not equal to 2.
Then (w,bw) is non-major and the fusion is controlled by D.
Suppose further that there exists a non-central element w ∈ D such that ICG(w)(D,bD) = 1.
Then Olsson’s Conjecture holds.
Proof. Suppose that (w,bw) is major. Then as in the above proof, we may assume that there
exists an element
Γ =
(
λ−1 0
0 λ2
)
∈ IG(D,bD),
where λ is primitive in Fp . This has determinant λ and from the action (1) and Alperin and
Broué’s Fusion Theorem this maps the major subsection (zi , bzi ) to (ziλ, bziλ). Hence all the
subsections given by elements of the center lie in one orbit. Finally, by Brauer [5, 4A], all the
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(w,bw) is non-major and by [14, Proposition 4.7] we have the fusion controlled by D.
From the above, any non-central element gives a non-major subsection. If a w exists with
ICG(w)(D,bD) = 1, then that subsection has only one irreducible Brauer character. Hence we
may apply [14, 4.5] to show that Olsson’s Conjecture holds. 
This result gives Olsson’s Conjecture in more cases than our earlier result [14, 4.10] but it is
more difficult to check that the conditions hold. In Section 6 we will calculate when this result
holds for p = 3,5 and 7.
Our last corollary of Theorem 3.2 demonstrates how this work may be applied.
Corollary 3.7. Suppose that G has a Sylow p-subgroup isomorphic to p1+2+ . If p > 7, then there
exists at least two conjugacy classes of elements of order p.
Proof. Let B be the principal block of G. By definition, B contains the trivial character, therefore
the defect, d(B) of B is 3. Hence all defect groups of B have order p3. This implies that B is a
block with an extra special defect group, say D, isomorphic to p1+2+ .
Let (D,bD) be a Sylow B-subpair. By Theorem 3.2, we know that there exists at least one
non-major subsection, say (w,bw) ∈ (D,bD). Let (u, bu) be a major subsection with |u| = p.
Then (w,bw) and (u, bu) are not G-conjugate. By Brauer’s Third Main Theorem (see [20, §5,
§6]), this implies that w and u are not G-conjugate. 
4. Brauer’s k(B)-Conjecture
In the first part of this section we apply a result of Olsson to give sufficient conditions
for Brauer’s k(B)-Conjecture to hold. We then use a theorem of Robinson to show that if
I ∩ SL2(p) = 1, then Brauer’s k(B)-Conjecture does hold. We then consider the major sub-
sections of B and calculate the number of irreducible Brauer characters in them under certain
assumptions.
The next part contains the main result of this section in two stages. We first give an upper
bound for the sum of the l(b)’s for the non-major subsections. In the second we combine the
first with the result on the major subsections to show that under an assumption, Brauer’s k(B)-
Conjecture holds.
4.1. Sufficient conditions
We first state the required result of Olsson before proving two sets of sufficient conditions
for Brauer’s k(B)-Conjecture to hold. In the first we assume Olsson’s Conjecture holds, in the
second we only assume that a non-major subsection exists.
Theorem 4.1. (See Olsson [24, Proposition 11].) Let B be a block with defect d(B) and let nB
be the number of conjugacy classes of major subsections. Then
(nB − 1)
(
k0(B)+
∞∑
i=1
ki(B)p
i+1
)
 pd(B)
(
k(B)− l(B)).
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nent p. Let nB be the number of conjugacy classes of major subsections. Assume that Olsson’s
Conjecture holds for B . Then Brauer’s k(B)-Conjecture holds if
k(B)− l(B) (nB − 1)
(
p2 − p).
Proof. We know from [14, Section 3.7] that the height of all the characters is less than or equal
to 1, therefore from Olsson’s result (Theorem 4.1), we have
(nB − 1)
(
k0(B)+ p2k1(B)
)
 p3
(
k(B)− l(B)).
We know that k0(B) = 0, by definition, so we have
k1(B) <
p(k(B)− l(B))
(nB − 1) .
Hence, if Olsson’s Conjecture holds and k(B)− l(B) (nB − 1)(p2 − p), then
k(B) = k0(B)+ k1(B)
 p2 + k1(B)
< p2 + p(k(B)− l(B))
(nB − 1)
< p2 + p((nB − 1)(p
2 − p))
(nB − 1)
< p3.
Hence Brauer’s k(B)-Conjecture is satisfied. 
Remark. Given our earlier result, (3.2) the following result applies for all blocks with extra
special defect groups of order p3 and exponent p if p > 7.
Proposition 4.3. Let B be a block of G with an extra special defect group of order p3 and
exponent p. Let nB be the number of conjugacy classes of major subsections. Assume that there
exists a non-major B-subsection. Then Brauer’s k(B)-Conjecture holds if
k(B)− l(B) (nB − 1)
(
p2 − p√p − 1 ).
Proof. The proof is similar to that above except that, since we only know that a non-major
subsection exists, we can only apply [14, 4.4] to bound k0(B). 
If the inertial quotient of B has trivial intersection with SL2(p), then all the major subsections
have only one irreducible Brauer character. By applying Robinson’s result, [26, Theorem 3.4]
this is enough to show that Brauer’s k(B)-Conjecture holds. In fact, we get a stronger bound
than the required p3.
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I ∩ SL2(p) = 1.
Then
k(B) k0(B)+ p2k1(B) p3
and Brauer’s k(B)-Conjecture holds.
Proof. Let u = 1 be in Z, then (u, bu) ∈ (D,bD) is a major subsection by [14, 3.17]. We know
that
l(bu) = l(bu)
where bu is the corresponding factor block of C = CG(Z)/Z with elementary abelian defect
group D = D/Z of order p2 (see Theorem 2.2 [14]). From [14, 4.3] we know∣∣ICG(Z)(D,bD)∣∣= ∣∣IC(D,bD)∣∣.
But this is 1 by assumption. Therefore bu has p2 conjugacy classes of major subsections. From
[5, 7B] we get l(bu) = l(bu) = 1.
We now apply Robinson’s result [26, Theorem 3.4] and again use that the maximum hight
is 1. This gives
k(B) k0(B)+ p2k1(B) p3
and Brauer’s k(B)-Conjecture holds. 
In this situation, we know that k1(B) p − 1. If we have equality here, then Olsson’s Con-
jecture holds. The above result can be generalized to the following.
Proposition 4.5. Let B be a block with defect group D. Suppose that D is nilpotent of class 2
and has cyclic center. Suppose further that the inertial quotient acts fixed point freely on the
center. Then Brauer’s k(B)-Conjecture holds.
The proof of this result is the same as that of the above, but we impose the fixed point free
action rather than deducing it from a condition.
4.2. Calculating k(B)− l(B)
We are going to show that Brauer’s k(B)-Conjecture holds under any one of the following
conditions.
1. The defect group, D, is normal in CG(Z).
2. CG(Z) is p-soluble.
3. For a major subsection (u, bu) we have l(bu) p2 .4
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conditions (4.2), (4.3) proved above. This requires us to calculate k(B)− l(B). We use Brauer’s
formula [4, (7D)]
k(B) =
∑
(w,bw)∈[(G:sp(B))]
l(bw).
The subsections are either major or non-major so we break this down into these two parts. We
shall discuss the major subsections first.
4.2.1. Major subsections
In general, some of the questions we are trying to answer in this paper for extra special defect
groups have not been answered for elementary abelian defect groups. In our situation we use
the correspondence of factor blocks (see [14, 2.2]) to reduce the study of (w,bw) to the study
of the corresponding factor block of CG(w)/〈w〉 with defect group δ(bw)/〈w〉. In the case of
a major subsection this gives a factor block with elementary abelian defect group of order p2.
There are results for p = 3 (see next section) or if the defect group is normal or the whole group
is p-soluble by M. Kiyota [18]. This leads to our imposed conditions on CG(Z) in showing that
the k(B)-Conjecture holds.
But we first sketch the proof of an inefficient upper bound for l(bu) when (u, bu) is major. We
know that the inertial quotient of the factor block bu is isomorphic to
NCG(Z)(D,bD)
DCG(D)
as in the proof
of Proposition 4.3 [14]. Hence we may assume that the inertial quotient is in SL2(p). Subgroups
of SL2(p) act fixed point freely on δ(bu) so the inertial quotient of any bu-subsection (apart
from (1, bu)) is the identity. Hence, by [5, 7B], for a bu-subsection we have only one irreducible
Brauer character. We also know that all the bu-subsections are major since the defect group is
abelian. So we have that
k(b)− l(b) =
nbu−1∑
1
1 = nbu−1
where nbu is the number of (major) subsections. We can apply Robinson’s Theorem [26, The-
orem 3.4(3)] (or as described in [14, 5.11]) to get that k(bu)  p2 and hence we can deduce
that
l(bu) p2 − nbu + 1.
Using Dickson’s Theorem (2.5) and the Orbit-Stabilizer Theorem it is possible to show that
for p  59, the smallest possible value of nbu is
p−1
2 giving
l(bu)
2p2 − p + 1
2
.
We now show that under suitable assumptions we can do much better using the following theo-
rem.
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Let (D, bD) be a Sylow B-subpair. Suppose that G is p-soluble or D G. Then we have the
inequality
l(B) Cl
(
NG(D, bD)
CG(D)
)
.
Furthermore, if one of the following holds then we have equality:
• B is a principal block.
• The Schur multiplier of NG(D,bD)
CG(D)
is trivial.
Proposition 4.7. Let B be a block of G with an extra special defect group D of order p3 and
exponent p. Let u be a non-identity element contained in the center, Z of D and let (u, bu) be a
major subsection contained in the Sylow B-subpair (D,bD). Suppose that CG(Z) is p-soluble
or that D  CG(Z). Then
l(bu) = Cl
(
NCG(u)(D,bD)
DCG(D)
)
. (2)
Suppose further that p > 5. Then
l(bu) p + 1. (3)
Proof. We prove this by applying the result above (4.6) to the corresponding factor block bu of
C = CG(u)
Z
. This block has elementary abelian defect group D = D
Z
, and the following holds
IC(D,bD)
∼= ICG(Z)(D,bD) and l(bu) = l(bu)
by the correspondence of factor blocks (see [14, Theorem 2.2]) and the proof of [14, 4.3]. Fur-
thermore,
ICG(Z)(D,bD)
∼= IG(D,bD)∩ SL2(p).
Our conditions imply that either D  C or that C is p-soluble. So, by 4.6, for Eq. (2) to hold it
remains to show that any p′-subgroup of SL2(p) has trivial Schur multiplier. This is a well-know
result but we include a proof here for completeness (and that it is not easily accessible in the
literature).
Let H  SL2(p). If we show that for all primes q | |H | all the Sylow q-subgroups of H
have trivial Schur multiplier, then it follows that H has a trivial Schur multiplier [17, Jones and
Wiegold 2.1.12].
If q = 2, then since the Sylow q-subgroups of SL2(p) are cyclic so are that of H . Cyclic
q-groups have trivial Schur multipliers by [17, Schur 2.1.1]. For q = 2, the Sylow 2-subgroups
of SL2(p) are quaternion. Hence a Sylow 2-subgroup of H , which we call S, is either cyclic or
quaternion. We may again exclude the cyclic case and just consider
S ∼= 〈r, s ∣∣ rn = s2 = (rs)2, s4 = 1〉∼= 〈r, s ∣∣ rns−2 = (rs)2s−2 = 1〉.
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trivial a Schur multiplier [16, 11.20]. Hence we try to construct the smallest possible central
extension (that is of order 2) with this property.
Let
S˜ = 〈r, s, t ∣∣ t2 = [r, t] = [s, t] = 1, rns−2 = t l , (rs)2s−2 = tm〉
where l,m ∈ {0,1}. We wish to calculate the derived subgroup, so we take two typical elements
tkrisj and tKrI sJ where k,K, j, J = 0,1 and 0  i, I < 2n then calculate their commutator.
Using (ra)s = tmr−a we have
[
tkrisj , tKrI sJ
]= [risj , rI sJ ]
= s−j r−i s−J r−I risj rI sJ
= (r−i)sj (ri−I )sj+J (rI )sJ
=
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
r−i ri−I rI = 1 for j = J = 0,
(r−i )sri−I (rI )s = tm(I−i)r2(i−I ) for j = J = 1,
(r−i )s(ri−I )srI = t−mI r2I for j = 1, J = 0,
r−i (ri−I )s(rI )s = tmir−2i for j = 0, J = 1.
Since t is central, all the commutators have the form
tmar−2a = (tmr−2)a.
All such elements commute so the derived subgroup consists only of elements of this form.
Therefore, for an element of the derived group to be in the center we must have
r−2a = tb
where b = 0,1. Hence a must be a multiple of n.
From the assumed relations and the derived relation (ra)s = tmr−a we have that
rn = s2t l = (s2t l)s = (rn)s = r−nt−mn,
∴ r−2n = tmn.
Finally, we have that
〈t〉 ∩ S′ = 〈(tmr−2)n〉= 〈tmnr−2n〉= 〈tmntmn〉= 〈1〉.
Hence the Schur multiplier of H is trivial and equality in Eq. (2) holds.
We now suppose that p > 5. Then by 2.5 and considering the possible preimages in SL2(p)
we know that the largest number of conjugacy classes in a p′-subgroup of SL2(p) is p + 1 as
in Cp+1. Hence Eq. (3) holds. 
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ages in SL2(p) we can give upper bounds for l(bu) in the p = 3 and p = 5 cases also. For p = 3
the maximum value of l(bu) is 5. This occurs when the inertial quotient contains a subgroup
isomorphic to Q8. And for p = 5 the maximum value of l(bu) is 7. This occurs when the inertial
quotient contains a subgroup isomorphic to 2·A4 ∼= SL2(3).
We conjecture that these are the values for the major subsections in general, but at present we
have not been able to show this.
4.2.2. Non-major subsections
We now turn to the non-major subsections. Acting on the two dimensional vector space V ,
elements of the inertial quotient either act fixed point freely or they centralize a 1-space. In both
cases they cause fusion, which reduces the value of k(B)− l(B) compared with that element not
being in the inertial quotient. Only in the latter case does the presence of the element have the
potential to increase the value of k(B) − l(B). Here we show that the sum from the non-major
subsections is maximal when only one such element appears in I .
Definition 4.8. Let B be a block of G. To break down the calculation of k(B)− l(B) we let
∑
G
=
∑
(v,bv)
l(bv)
where (v, bv) ∈ [(G : sp(B))] is non-major.
Proposition 4.9. Let B ∈ Bl(G | D). Let c be the maximum value of l(bw) for a non-major
subsection (w,bw). Then
∑
G

∑
C
:= p − 1
c
(
c2 + p).
Proof. From Proposition 4.7 [14] we know that a subsection is either major or its fusion is
controlled by NG(D,bD). Hence we may assume G = NG(D,bD) since ∑G ∑NG(D,bD).
Let I = G/DCG(D). We can consider I acting on D/Z as the natural action of GL2(p) on a
two dimensional vector space V as described above. To calculate
∑
G we need to know the num-
ber of orbits I has on V (excluding the orbit containing (0,0)) and the value of l(bw) for a repre-
sentative subsection of each orbit. Let Ow1 ,Ow2 , . . . ,Own be the orbits and let vw1, vw2, . . . , vwn
be a representative from each. Then, by applying [14, 4.3], ∑G can be interpreted in the follow-
ing way
∑
G
=
n∑
i=1
l(bwi ) =
n∑
i=1
∣∣ICG(wi)(D,bD)∣∣=
n∑
i=1
∣∣CI (Oi)∣∣.
We note that, since the action is linear, if an element of I centralizes a vector vw of V then
it must centralize the whole 1-space Vw generated by that vector. Without loss of generality we
may assume that I contains a cyclic subgroup K of order c | p − 1 generated by Λ = ( 1 0)0 λ
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O1, . . . ,Oa (a  p − 1). We note that if I = K then there are
nC := (p − 1)(c + p)
c
orbits, p − 1 of them have centralizers of order c the rest of order 1. Therefore ∑G =∑C .
However, in general we only know that K  I , hence we know that n nC . Suppose that no
element of I centralizes a 1-space other than Vx . Then we have that
∑
G
=
n∑
i=1
∣∣CI (Oi)∣∣= a∑
i=1
c +
n∑
i=a+1
1 c(p − 1)+ nC − (p − 1) =
∑
C
.
Hence we may assume that I contains a non-trivial centralizer of some 1-space Vw∗ = Vx .
Recall that Ψ is the natural projection from GL2(p) to PGL2(p). We note that Ψ (K) still
has order c in PGL2(p). To complete the proof of this result we consider, for each value of c,
each possible subgroup of PGL2(p) that Ψ (I) could be. Note that, we know this has to be a
p′-subgroup by [7, 2L].
For c = 1 the result is trivial, since ∑C = p2 − 1 is the maximum possible number of orbits
and all the centralizers are trivial.
Let c 3 and assume that Ψ (I) is either cyclic or dihedral. (By Dickson’s Theorem 2.5 these
are the only possibilities for c  6.) In these cases all possible Ψ (I)’s are contained in a unique
dihedral subgroup, N = NPGL2(p)(Ψ (K)) ∼= D2(p−1) of PGL2(p). Since we know that Ψ (I) is
cyclic or dihedral and that c 3, we know that Ψ (K) Ψ (I). Therefore
Ψ (K) Ψ (I)N.
Hence I is contained in the full preimage of N which is
Nˆ =
〈(
0 1
1 0
)
,
(
α 0
0 δ
) ∣∣∣ for all α, δ in Fp
〉
.
First assume that Ψ (I) is cyclic. Then, from above, I is contained in
Kˆ =
〈(
α 0
0 δ
)∣∣∣ for all α, δ in Fp
〉
.
By assumption, we know that I must contain a non-trivial centralizer of some 1-space Vw∗ = Vx .
Let vw∗ = (k, l) = (0,0). Then
(k, l)
(
α 0
0 δ
)
= (αk, δl) = (k, l)
implies that either α = 1 or k = 0, and either δ = 1 or l = 0. Since l = 0 gives the 1-space Vx
and k, l = 0 forces ( α 00 δ ) to be the identity, we must have k = 0. Hence we may take w∗ = y and
we may assume that I contains the element
(
λ′ 0
0 1
)
where the order of λ′ ∈ Fp , say c′ is less than
or equal to c. From the above equations we see that I can only contain non-trivial centralizers
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value of
∑
G so we may assume that
I =
〈(
1 0
0 λ
)
,
(
λ′ 0
0 1
)〉
.
Now we can calculate
∑
G directly and we get
∑
G
= l(bx)(p − 1)
c′
+ l(by)(p − 1)
c
+ l(bxy)(p − 1)
2
cc′
= c(p − 1)
c′
+ c
′(p − 1)
c
+ (p − 1)
2
cc′

∑
C
for all values of c′  c.
Now assume that Ψ (I) is dihedral. Then I is contained in Nˆ . If k, l = 0, then, by the above
analysis, we know that there is no non-trivial centralizer of (k, l) in the subgroup Kˆ and since
|Nˆ : Kˆ| = 2, we have that the largest possible centralizer of (k, l) has order 2, hence the maximum
value of l(bxkyl ) is 2.
As we know that Ψ (I) is dihedral (with a suitable choice of basis) we must have an element
in I of the form
( 0 1
μ 0
)
. Therefore we must have that vx and vyμ are in the same orbit of size at
least 2c. This gives
a  (p − 1)
c
.
Furthermore, conjugating Λ by the element above shows that we must also have the element(
λ 0
0 1
)
. Hence, by considering the action of
〈(
1 0
0 λ
)
,
(
λ 0
0 1
)〉
on the remaining (p − 1)2 vectors (outside Vx and Vy ) we have at most (p−1)2c2 orbits. Therefore
we see that
n− a  (p − 1)
2
c2
.
Then we get
∑
G
=
n∑
i=1
∣∣CI (Oi)∣∣ a∑
i=1
c +
n∑
i=a+1
2 <
c(p − 1)
c
+ 2(p − 1)
2
c2
< (p − 1)+ 2(p − 1)
2
c2

∑
C
for c 3. Hence the proposition holds for all c 6 and for c 3 when Ψ (I) is cyclic or dihedral.
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at least |J | by the Orbit-Stabilizer Theorem. Therefore we can bound the number of orbits and
give an upper bound for
∑
G:
n p
2 − 1
|J | and
∑
G
 (p
2 − 1)c
|J | .
Hence
∑
G 
∑
C if |J | c2. So we may assume that |J | < c2.
We can give a similar bound for the order of I in the following way. By the Orbit-Stabilizer
Theorem we have
|I | = |Oi |
∣∣CI (Oi)∣∣
for all 1 i  n, and
n∑
i=1
|Oi |
n∑
i=1
|Oi |
∣∣CI (Oi)∣∣ n∑
i=1
|Oi |c,
∴ ,
(
p2 − 1) n|I | (p2 − 1)c.
So, we get a bound for the number of orbits and a bound for
∑
G:
n (p
2 − 1)c
|I | and
∑
G
 (p
2 − 1)c2
|I | .
Hence
∑
G 
∑
C if |I | c3. So we may assume that |I | < c3.
If c = 2, then we may assume that |I | < 8 and |J | < 4. First suppose that |J | = 1. Since we
have trivial intersection with SL2(p), we know that I is a subgroup of a cyclic p − 1 group.
With |I | < 8 this leaves C2,C4 and C6, however in all of these cases only Vx has a non-trivial
centralizer. So the result holds in this case by the above.
Now suppose that |J | = 2. Then up to conjugacy we have only one choice for I .
I =
〈(−1 0
0 −1
)
,
(
1 0
0 −1
)〉
∼= V4.
We can calculate
∑
G directly for this group. We have centralizers of order 2 on the 1-spaces
Vx and Vy whose elements are in orbits of size 2. The remaining vectors are in orbits of size 4
with trivial centralizers. Hence
∑
G
= 2(p − 1)
2
+ 2(p − 1)
2
+ (p − 1)
2
4
< 2(p − 1)+ (p − 1)
2
4

∑
C
.
We can now suppose that |J | = 3. This gives us the two possibilities, C6 and D6, for I . So let
I be C6. Then the elements of order 3 are in SL2(p) so they act fix point freely and since they
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orbits of size 6 elsewhere. This gives
∑
G
= 2(p − 1)
3
+ (p
2 − p)
6

∑
C
.
Now suppose that I is isomorphic to D6. Then all the involutions are conjugate, so they all
centralize a 1-space. We may assume that they are different 1-spaces as this gives the worst case
for
∑
G. (However, it can be shown that for p > 3 the assumption is true.) Hence we have three
1-spaces with centralizers of order 2, whose elements are in orbits of size 3, and the remaining
vectors are in orbits of size 6. This gives
∑
G
 3 × 2(p − 1)
3
+ (p
2 − 1 − 3(p − 1))
6
 2(p − 1)+ (p − 1)(p + 2)
6

∑
C
.
Hence the result holds for c = 2.
We consider the remaining cases, c = 3,4 and 5 together. We first show that Ψ (I)′ = Ψ (J ).
Let [h1, h2] ∈ Ψ (I)′. Then there exists i1, i2 ∈ I such that Ψ (i1) = h1 and Ψ (i2) = h2. There-
fore, there exists [i1, i2] ∈ J such that
Ψ
([i1, i2])= [h1, h2]
and we have Ψ (I)′  Ψ (J ). Now every element of Ψ (J ) can be written as
Ψ
([i1, i2])= [Ψ (i1),Ψ (i2)] ∈ Ψ (I)′.
Hence we have Ψ (J ) Ψ (I)′ and Ψ (I)′ = Ψ (J ).
From Dickson’s Theorem 2.5 we have the following table of remaining possibilities for I ′.
c 3 3,4 3,5
Ψ (I) A4 S4 A5
Ψ (J ) 22 A4 A5
J Q8 SL2(3) SL2(5)
|J | 8 24 120
By considering the bound for the order of J calculated above, it remains to show that the result
holds when c = 3 and J ∼= Q8. Furthermore, by considering the bound for the order of I , we
have that I ∼= Q8  3 ∼= SL2(3). As above we can assume that the conjugates of Λ centralize
different 1-spaces. We get the following
∑
G
 4 × 3(p − 1)
8
+ (p
2 − 1 − 4(p − 1))
24
 3(p − 1)
2
+ (p − 1)(p − 3)
24

∑
C
.
Hence the result holds for all values of c. 
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We now prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 4.10. Let B be a block with an extra special defect group of order p3 and exponent p.
Let (D,bD) be a Sylow B-subpair and let u be a non-identity element in the center of D. Suppose
that p > 7 and that one of the following three conditions hold.
1. D is normal in CG(u).
2. CG(u) is p-soluble.
3. For the major subsection (u, bu) we have l(bu) p
2
4 .
Then k(B) p3, that is Brauer’s k(B)-Conjecture holds.
Proof. Fix a Sylow B-subpair (D,bD). Let I = IG(D,bD). Let nB be the number of conjugacy
classes of major subsections.
Let (w,bw) ∈ (D,bD) be a non-major subsection with l(bw) = c maximal. We know that
such a subsection exists by 3.2 and that c | (p − 1) by [14, 4.3]. Without loss of generality we
may assume that I contains a cyclic subgroup K of order c as described above in Theorem 4.9.
Also from 4.9, we know that
∑
G 
∑
C .
Suppose that I ∩ SL2(p) = 1. Then by 4.4, Brauer’s k(B)-Conjecture holds. Hence we may
assume that |I ∩ SL2(p)| 2. Since elements of SL2(p) act fixed point freely on the non-central
elements of D and K ∩ SL2(p) = 1, we may assume that
∑
G

∑
C
2
.
Now, if condition 1 or 2 holds then by 4.7, since p > 7, we know that l(bu)  p + 1 where
(u, bu) ∈ (D,bD) is a major subsection. Therefore as at least one of 1, 2, or 3 are satisfied, we
may assume
l(bu)
p2
4
. (4)
Suppose that 2  c  (p−1)2 . Then (as p > 7)
∑
C is maximal with c = 2, hence we may
assume that
∑
G

∑
C
2
= p
2
4
+ 3p
4
− 1. (5)
Now for p > 3 we have that
p2
2
+ 3p
4
− 1 p2 − p√p − 1.
Therefore,
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∑
G
 (nB − 1)p
2
4
+ p
2
4
+ 3p
4
− 1 by (4) and (5)
 (nB − 1)
(
p2
2
+ 3p
4
− 1
)
 (nB − 1)
(
p2 − p√p − 1 ).
Hence from 4.3 we have that k(B) p3.
Now suppose that c = 1. Then we may assume that
∑
G

∑
C
2
= p
2
2
− 1
2
. (6)
For p > 5 we have that
3p2
4
− 1
2
 p2 − p.
Hence
k(B)− l(B) = (nB − 1)l(bu)+
∑
G
 (nB − 1)p
2
4
+ p
2
2
− 1
2
by (4) and (6)
 (nB − 1)
(
3p2
4
− 1
2
)
 (nB − 1)
(
p2 − p).
Since c = 1 we know that a non-major subsection (w,bw) exists with l(bw) = 1, and by
[14, 4.5], Olsson’s Conjecture holds. Therefore we may apply 4.2 to get k(B) p3.
Finally, suppose that c = p − 1. Then we have
∑
G

∑
C
2
= p
2
2
− (p − 1)
2
. (7)
For p > 7 we have
3p2
4
− (p − 1)
2
 p2 − p.
Then
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∑
G
 (nB − 1)p
2
4
+ p
2
2
− (p − 1)
2
by (4) and (7)
 (nB − 1)
(
3p2
4
− (p − 1)
2
)
 (nB − 1)
(
p2 − p).
Suppose that a non-major subsection (w,bw) exists with l(bw) = 1, then by [14, 4.5], Olsson’s
Conjecture holds and we may apply 4.2 to get k(B) p3.
Now suppose that there does not exist a non-major subsection with only one irreducible Brauer
character. This requires that all the 1-spaces in V have non-trivial centralizers. From the above
analysis in the proof of 4.9 we know that Ψ (I) must be dihedral as p − 1 > 6 and in the cyclic
case we can only have two 1-spaces having non-trivial centralizers. For this case we calculate an
upper bound in the proof above;
∑
G
< (p − 1)+ 2(p − 1)
2
c2
= p + 1. (8)
For p > 3 we have that
p + 1 p2 − p√p − 1
and similarly, by (4) and (8), we have that
k(B)− l(B) (nB − 1)
(
p2 − p√p − 1 ).
By applying 4.3 one last time, we have that
k(B) p3
and Brauer’s k(B)-Conjecture holds in all cases for p > 7. 
Remark. It is obvious that the first two conditions do not cover all cases but the third may hold
in general. The Brauer–Feit result [8, Theorem 2] implies that k(bu) = k0(bu), and the Alperin–
McKay Conjecture suggests that (k(bu) =) k0(bu) = k0(b∗) where b∗ ∈ Bl(NC(D) | bu). Since
NC(D) controls fusion in bu, we may expect to get l(b∗) = l(bu) giving l(bu) = l(bu) p + 1
but this is not yet well understood. If this did hold, then the above proof would be sufficient
to show that Brauer’s k(B)-Conjecture holds for all blocks with extra special defect group of
order p3 and exponent p (for p > 7).
4.4. Special linear inertial quotient
For p > 7, if D G, then condition 1 of Theorem 4.10 is satisfied, and hence Brauer’s k(B)-
Conjecture holds. In this section we show that if furthermore we have the inertial quotient inside
SL2(p), then l(B) is the same as that of a major subsection.
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D G. Let (D,bD) be a Sylow B-subpair and let u be central in D. Suppose that
IG(D,bD) SL2(p).
Then
l(B) = l(bu)
where (u, bu) is the major subsection contained in (D,bD). Furthermore, suppose that p > 5.
Then
l(B) p + 1.
Proof. Since D G, we have D  CG(u) for u ∈ Z. So, the above result 4.7 shows us that if
p > 5, then l(bu) p + 1. Therefore the second claim will follow from the first.
For the first claim we apply the Fong–Reynolds’ Theorem (see Navarro [21, (9.14)]) which
allows us to assume that G = NG(D,bD). Now, since the inertial quotient is in SL2(p) and
〈u〉 = Z is central in DCG(D), then Z is central in G. So we have that B = bu since G = CG(u).
Hence
l(B) = l(bu). 
Remark. We conjecture that this is the case without assuming that the defect group is normal,
since 3.6 implies that the fusion is controlled by the inertial quotient of D, but we have not been
able to prove it.
5. Lower defect group multiplicities
The theory of lower defect groups is extended by M. Broué and Olsson in [9] to subpairs
and subsections. In this section we apply one of their results to examine the lower defect group
multiplicities in the section of the identity. This gives us information about the value of l(B). We
again assume the definitions from [14] or see Appendix A for a summary.
Proposition 5.1. (See Broué–Olsson [9, 2I].) Let B be a block of G and let R be a p-subgroup
of G. Then
m
(1)
G,B(R) =
∑
b
m
(1)
NG(R,bR),b
(R)
where b ∈ [(NG(R) : Bl(RCG(R),B))].
Theorem 5.2. Let B be a block with an extra special defect group D of order p3 and exponent p.
Let (z, bz) be a major subsection. Then
l(B)−m(1)G,B(1) l(bu)+
∑
(〈w〉,b )
l(bw)− 1〈w〉
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(〈w〉, b〈w〉) is a non-major subsection.
Proof. First we calculate some lower defect group multiplicities in the section of the identity
which we shall need later.
From Olsson’s result [23, 8.3] we know that
m
(1)
NG(D,bD),bD
(D) = 1
since bD considered as a block of NG(D,bD) still has defect D.
Let (Q,bQ) ∈ Sp(B) be such that Q is a maximal subgroup of D. Then the block bQ, when
considered as a block of NG(Q,bQ) has defect group D (by Fong’s Theorem see Nagao and
Tsushima [20, §5, 5.13 and 5.16]). Therefore we may apply [14, 5.16] since CD(Q)Q and we
have that
m
(1)
NG(Q,bQ),bQ
(Q) = 0.
Let (P, bP ) ∈ Sp(B) be such that P = 〈w〉 and P is not conjugate to the center of D. Then
by [14, Corollary 3.20] and Fong’s Theorem, the block bP , considered as a block of NG(P,bP )
has defect Q = P ×Z. Then, by [23, 5.11], we have that
m
(1)
NG(P,bP ),bP
(P )+m(1)NG(P,bP ),bP (Q) l(bw).
But, by [14, 3.20], we know that m(1)
NG(P,bP ),bP
(Q) = 1. So we have
m
(1)
NG(P,bP ),bP
(P ) l(bw)− 1.
We finally calculate m(1)NG(Z,bZ),bZ (Z) similarly to the above but this time we have more in the
sum since the defect group of bZ is D. Let (u, bu) ∈ (Z,bZ) be a major subsection. Applying
[23, 5.11] we have
m
(1)
NG(Z,bZ),bZ
(Z)+
∑
Q
m
(1)
NG(Z,bZ),bZ
(Q)+m(1)NG(Z,bZ),bZ (D) l(bu)
where Q ∈ [(G : P(D))] and Q is a maximal subgroup of D. By [23, 8.3], we know that
m
(1)
NG(Z,bZ),bZ
(D) = 1 and by [14, 5.16], we know that m(1)NG(Z,bZ),bZ (Q) = 0. Hence we have
that
m
(1)
NG(Z,bZ),bZ
(Z) l(bu)− 1.
We now put the calculations together. By [23, 5.4] we know that
l(B)−m(1)G,B(1) =
∑
m
(1)
G,B(R)R
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l(B)−m(1)G,B(1) =
∑
R
∑
b
m
(1)
NG(R),b
(R)
where R ∈ [(G :P(G))] and b ∈ Bl(NG(R) | B). We now apply 5.1 and the sum becomes
l(B)−m(1)G,B(1) =
∑
R
∑
b∗
m
(1)
NG(R,bR),b
∗(R)
where R ∈ [(G : P(G))] and b∗ ∈ [(NG(R) : Bl(RCG(R) | b))]. Lastly we rearrange the sums to
get
l(B)−m(1)G,B(1) =
∑
(R,bR)
m
(1)
NG(R,bR),bR
(R)
for (R,bR) ∈ [(G : Sp(B))].
We can now insert the values calculated above to get
l(B)−m(1)G,B(1) l(bu)+
∑
(〈w〉,b〈w〉)
l(bw)− 1
where (〈w〉, b〈w〉) ∈ [(G : Sp(B))] such that (w,bw) ∈ (〈w〉, b〈w〉) is a non-major subsection. 
We apply our earlier result on the major subsections to give an upper bound under a condition
on CG(Z).
Corollary 5.3. Let B ∈ Bl(G | D). Assume that p  7 and that either CG(u) is p-soluble or that
D  CG(u). Then we have
l(B)−m(1)G,B(1) p2 − 1. (9)
Proof. From 5.2 we know that
l(B)−m(1)G,B(1) l(bu)+
∑
(〈w〉,b〈w〉)
l(bw)− 1
where (〈w〉, b〈w〉) ∈ [(G : Sp(B))] such that (w,bw) ∈ (〈w〉, b〈w〉) is a non-major subsection.
Again, as above, we know that l(bw) p − 1 from [14, 4.3] and there is a maximum of p + 1
classes of the p-subgroups of the form 〈w〉 with (w,bw) non-major. But since either CG(u) is
p-soluble or the defect group is normal in CG(u) we may apply 4.7 and hence for p  7 we have
l(bu) p + 1. This gives
l(B)−m(1)G,B(1) p + 1 + (p + 1)(p − 2) = p2 − 1. 
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are 5 and 7, respectively. So we have
p = 3, l(B)−m(1)G,B(1) 9,
p = 5, l(B)−m(1)G,B(1) 25.
We also note that in general, given an inertial quotient, we can calculate a better bound for
l(B) − m(1)G,B(1) since we can calculate the maximum number of non-major subsections, their
values and, often, a better bound for l(bu). Furthermore, the maximum calculated above is strict,
as to get a large value for l(bu) some fusion must occur in the non-major subsections and having
high values for l(bw) in the non-major subsections causes more fusion. This can be seen in the
proof of 4.9.
Proposition 5.4. Let B ∈ Bl(G | D) and suppose that D is normal in G. Then m(1)G,B(1) is less
than or equal to the number of conjugacy classes of I which act fixed point freely on D.
Proof. By the Fong–Reynolds’ Theorem (see Navarro [21, (9.14)] for the version we use), we
may assume that G = NG(D,bD). By definition (see [14] or Appendix),
m
(1)
G,B(1) = DimF
(
eBFG∩ J1 ∩ S(1)
)
.
So suppose that the conjugacy class Kg , which contains g occurs in the right-hand side. Then
g does not centralize any p-element of D. Therefore g /∈ DCG(D), so gDCG(D) is non-trivial
in I and has a fixed point free action on D. Therefore, gDCG(D) lies in a conjugacy class of
I which acts fixed point freely on D. The conjugacy class Kg may give rise to more than one
conjugacy classes in I but by counting the number of classes in I which act fixed point freely we
get an upper bound. 
We note but do not prove the following. Since I is a p′-subgroup of GL2(p) we can calculate
the maximum value of m(1)(1). Except possibly for small primes this is likely to occur in the
cyclic subgroup of order p2 − 1. This has p2 − p − 2 such classes. When combined with the
above result 5.3 this gives
l(B) 2p2 − p − 3
when the defect group is normal.
6. p = 3,5 and 7
For p = 3,5 and 7 the main result (4.10) in the previous section does not apply because of
the low values of p2 − p and p2 − p√p − 1. So, here we present the raw data for each prime
and each possible inertial quotient and examine which results will still hold with that data. The
calculations were performed in Magma v2.8 (see [10]) and we identify the isomorphism type
of each inertial quotient (a p′-subgroup of GL2(p)) using the Magma Small Group Database.
Each group, I , is a assigned two numbers, the first is its order the second refers to its position in
the database, SGI . We also give the isomorphism type of its intersection with SL2(p) labeled J
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p = 3
No. |I | SGI |J | SGJ nB l(bz) k(B)− l(B) OC BC
1 1 1 1 1 3 1 10  (L)  (iii)
2 2 1 2 1 3 2 8  (L) –
3 2 1 1 1 2 1 3, 4, 5, 7, 8  (C)  (iii)
4 4 1 4 1 3 4 10  (L) –
5 4 2 2 1 2 2 3, 5, 7  (C) 3,5 (i)
6 8 4 8 4 3 5 11  (L) –
7 8 3 4 1 2 4 4, 6, 8 – 4 (ii)
8 8 1 4 1 2 4 4, 5 5 (S)  (ii), (i)
9 16 8 8 4 2 5 5, 7 – –
and SGJ . This does not uniquely determine each case as the action on the defect group may be
different for isomorphic inertial quotients.
6.1. p = 3
For p = 3 we can apply the results of Kiyota [18] to give the values of the major subsections.
However, this is when p2 − p and p2 − p√p − 1 are smallest so we cannot cover every case.
In Table 1 we give the calculated values of nB , l(bz) (which hold by [18]) and k(B) − l(B).
Multiple values are shown where further fusion into the center may occur.
If a non-major subsection occurs with just one irreducible Brauer character, then Olsson’s
Conjecture (OC) holds by [14, 4.5] (S). This is always the case when I  SL2(p) by [14,
4.10] (L). We can apply Corollaries 3.3 and 3.5(C) to determine some other cases where the
conjecture is satisfied. We also give these in Table 1, a tick means that Olsson’s Conjecture holds
in general for this inertial quotient, a list of numbers refers to the values of k(B) − l(B) for
which we can deduce that the conjecture holds and a dash denotes that we cannot deduce that the
conjecture holds for that inertial quotient. We shall include (S), (L) or (C) to indicate the required
result. We shall use this notation throughout this section.
Furthermore, we can apply Propositions 4.2(i), 4.3(ii) and 4.4(iii) to the data above to give
Brauer’s k(B)-Conjecture (BC) in some cases. We present these in Table 1 as above giving the
appropriate results (i), (ii) or (iii).
This leaves 8 remaining cases for Brauer’s Conjecture and 6 for Olsson’s Conjecture. If
Olsson’s Conjecture was shown in these cases then two of the remaining Brauer’s Conjecture
cases (those with k(B)− l(B) 6) would follow from (i).
6.2. p = 5
In the case where p = 5 we do not have similar results for the major subsections as in p = 3.
With the exception of the case where the inertial quotient of the factor block is isomorphic to C2
and acts fixed point freely, for which we have l(bz) = 2 by Kiyota [18, (5B)]. (Hence we just
show this value in Table 2.) Therefore we present the upper bound for l(bz), calculated as de-
scribed in 4.2. However, if we assume that either CG(Z) is p-soluble or D  CG(Z), then we
can apply 4.7 to get much better, exact, values for l(bz). We see below that this assumption is
enough to show that Brauer’s k(B)-Conjecture holds.
In Table 2 we show the calculated data as above but we include two columns for the major sub-
sections. The first is without any assumptions, the second with the assumption that either CG(Z)
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p = 5
No. |I | SGI |J | SGJ nB l(bz) k(B)− l(B) OC BC
1 1 1 1 1 5 1 1 28 28  (L)  (iii)  (iii)
2 2 1 2 1 5 – 2 – 20  (L)  (i)  (i)
3 2 1 1 1 3 1 1 20 20  (C)  (iii)  (iii)
4 3 1 3 1 5 17 3 76 20  (L)  (i)  (i)
5 4 1 2 1 3 13 2 32 10  (C)  (i)  (i)
6 4 1 4 1 5 19 4 82 22  (L) –  (i)
7 4 2 2 1 3 13 2 38 16  (C)  (i)  (i)
8 4 1 1 1 2 1 1 10 5, 6, 9, 10  (C)  (iii)  (iii)
9 4 1 1 1 2 1 1 22 5, 6, 21, 22  (C)  (iii)  (iii)
10 6 2 6 2 5 21 6 88 28  (L) –  (i)
11 6 1 3 1 3 17 3 44 16  (C) –  (ii)
12 8 4 8 4 5 22 5 91 23  (L) –  (i)
13 8 1 2 1 2 – 2 – 5  (C)  (i)  (i)
14 8 3 4 1 3 19 4 47 17  (C) –  (i)
15 8 2 4 1 3 19 4 44 14  (C) –  (i)
16 8 2 2 1 2 – 2 – 4, 6, 12, 14  (C) –  (i)
17 12 4 6 2 3 21 6 50 20 – –  (ii)
18 12 2 6 2 3 21 6 44 14  (C) –  (i)
19 12 1 12 1 5 23 6 94 26  (L) –  (i)
20 16 13 8 4 3 22 5 50 16 – –  (ii)
21 16 2 4 1 2 19 4 28 5, 9, 13  (C) –  (i)
22 16 6 4 1 2 19 4 22 5, 7  (C) –  (i)
23 24 3 24 3 5 24 7 97 29  (L) –  (i)
24 24 5 12 1 3 23 6 50 16 – –  (ii)
25 24 1 6 2 2 21 6 22 7  (C) –  (i)
26 24 2 6 2 2 21 6 22 7  (C) –  (i)
27 32 11 8 4 2 22 5 28 5, 7, 9, 11 – –  (ii)
28 48 33 24 3 3 24 7 50 16 – –  (ii)
29 48 5 12 1 2 23 6 25 6, 8 – –  (ii)
30 96 67 24 3 2 24 7 28 7, 11 – –  (ii)
is p-soluble or D  CG(Z). We also give two corresponding columns for k(B)− l(B), in which
we show all possible values in the second but just the upper bound in the first.
We also present the status of Olsson’s Conjecture and Brauer’s k(B)-Conjecture as before in
the same table. However this time we include two columns for Brauer’s k(B)-Conjecture the
first is with no assumptions, the second is with the assumption that either CG(Z) is p-soluble or
D  CG(Z). This assumption allows us to use better values for the major subsections.
7. p = 7
For p = 7 the situation is exactly as above. Therefore we present all the results in Table 3, with
the same notation as before. However, we only give the maximum possible values for k(B)− l(B)
in both cases.
As commented above, we conjecture that the second column of values of l(bz) hold in general.
Then Brauer’s k(B)-Conjecture would follow in all cases for p = 5 and 7.
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p = 7
No. |I | SGI |J | SGJ nB l(bz) k(B)− l(B) OC BC
1 1 1 1 1 7 1 1 54 54  (L)  (iii)  (iii)
2 2 1 2 1 7 25 2 174 36  (L)  (ii)  (ii)
3 2 1 1 1 4 1 1 36 36  (C)  (iii)  (iii)
4 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 18 18  (C)  (iii)  (iii)
5 3 1 3 1 7 33 3 214 34  (L)  (i)  (ii)
6 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 34 34  (C)  (iii)  (iii)
7 4 1 4 1 7 37 4 234 36  (L)  (i)  (ii)
8 4 2 2 1 4 25 2 96 27  (C)  (i)  (ii)
9 6 2 2 1 3 25 2 58 12  (C)  (ii)  (ii)
10 6 2 6 2 7 41 6 254 44  (L) –  (ii)
11 6 2 1 1 2 1 1 20 20 –  (iii)  (iii)
12 6 2 2 1 3 25 2 66 20  (C)  (i)  (ii)
13 6 1 3 1 4 33 3 116 26  (C)  (i)  (ii)
14 6 2 1 1 2 1 1 44 44 –  (iii)  (iii)
15 6 2 3 1 4 33 3 110 20  (C)  (i)  (ii)
16 6 2 1 1 2 1 1 12 12 –  (iii)  (iii)
17 9 2 3 1 3 33 3 82 22  (C)  (i)  (ii)
18 8 4 8 4 7 43 5 264 36  (L) –  (ii)
19 8 1 8 1 7 43 8 264 54  (L) –  (ii)
20 8 3 4 1 4 37 4 126 27  (C) –  (ii)
21 12 2 4 1 3 37 4 78 12  (C)  (i)  (ii)
22 12 5 6 2 4 41 6 130 25  (C) –  (ii)
23 12 4 6 2 4 41 6 136 31  (C) –  (ii)
24 12 1 12 1 7 45 6 274 40  (L) –  (ii)
25 12 5 2 1 2 25 2 32 9 – –  (ii)
26 12 5 2 1 2 25 2 48 25 – –  (ii)
27 18 5 6 2 3 41 6 90 20  (C) –  (ii)
28 18 5 3 1 2 33 3 50 20 – –  (ii)
29 18 3 3 1 2 33 3 44 14 – –  (ii)
30 16 9 16 9 7 46 7 279 45  (L) –  (ii)
31 16 7 8 1 4 43 8 141 36 – –  (ii)
32 16 1 8 1 4 43 8 132 27  (C) –  (ii)
33 24 11 8 4 3 43 5 88 12  (C) –  (ii)
34 24 3 24 3 7 47 7 284 44  (L) –  (ii)
35 24 2 8 1 3 43 8 88 18  (C) –  (ii)
36 24 3 8 4 3 43 5 96 20  (C) –  (ii)
37 24 8 12 1 4 45 6 143 26 – –  (ii)
38 24 10 4 1 2 37 4 42 9 – –  (ii)
39 36 12 6 2 2 41 6 48 13 – –  (ii)
40 36 6 12 1 3 45 6 94 16  (C) –  (ii)
41 36 14 6 2 2 41 6 54 19 – –  (ii)
42 32 19 16 9 4 46 7 144 27 – –  (ii)
43 48 28 48 28 7 48 8 289 49  (L) –  (ii)
44 48 2 8 1 2 43 8 44 9 – –  (ii)
45 48 25 8 1 2 43 8 47 12 – –  (ii)
46 48 27 16 9 3 46 7 93 15  (C) –  (ii)
47 72 25 24 3 3 47 7 100 20 – –  (ii)
48 72 30 12 1 2 45 6 53 14 – –  (ii)
49 96 62 16 9 2 46 7 48 9 – –  (ii)
50 144 121 48 28 3 48 8 99 19 – –  (ii)
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The main aim of this paper and in [14] was to consider Brauer’s k(B)-Conjecture and Olsson’s
Conjecture, when the block has an extra special defect group of order p3. We have made progress
in this area and review this in the following.
Exponent p2 case
In the exponent p2 case we were able to show, using local categories, that the fusion is
controlled by the inertial quotient of the defect group [14, 5.8]. This allows us to calculate
k(B)− l(B) explicitly with only knowledge of the order of the inertial quotient [14, 5.14].
We showed that there exists a major subsection [14, 3.17] and a non-major subsection
[14, 5.7], both with only one irreducible Brauer character [14, 5.13 and 4.2]. Applying a the-
orem of Robinson, using the non-major subsection, we proved that Olsson’s Conjecture holds
[14, 4.6]. Another theorem of Robinson, this time, using the major subsection allowed us to
show that Brauer’s k(B)-Conjecture also holds [14, 5.13].
We also obtained results on the value of l(B) using the theory of lower defect groups
[14, 5.20]. To do this we proved a general result, which shows that any proper subgroup of
the defect group that contains its own centralizer in the defect group, does not contribute to the
value of l(B) [14, 5.16]. When a defect group is normal in G we were able to calculate the value
of l(B) explicitly [14, 5.21].
Exponent p case
For exponent p we do not, in general, have that the fusion is controlled by the inertial quotient
of a defect group. However, it was possible to show that if we have more than 2 conjugacy classes
of major subsections, then the fusion is controlled by the inertial quotient of a defect group. We
also showed that for p > 7, there exists a non-major subsection.
We demonstrated that Olsson’s Conjecture holds when the inertial quotient is inside SL2(p)
[14, 4.10] and some other small cases using the same technique as before.
Brauer’s k(B)-Conjecture was shown to follow in this case if one of three conditions is sat-
isfied. In particular, it follows if a defect group is normal in the centralizer of its center or if
the centralizer of its center is p-soluble. The difficulty in demonstrating that Brauer’s k(B)-
Conjecture holds stems from a lack of understanding of blocks with an elementary abelian defect
group. This meant that we could not calculate the value of l(b) accurately for the major subsec-
tions without imposing certain assumptions. We believe the truth is that these assumptions could
be dropped, but we have not been able to prove this. However, using the results in this paper,
even a small improvement on the current results (like l(b) < p2/4) would be sufficient to obtain
the k(B)-Conjecture in general in the case of an extra special defect group of order p3.
Further work
Showing that Olsson’s Conjecture and Brauer’s k(B)-Conjecture hold in the remaining cases
for exponent p is not the only area for further work with regard to this project. A remaining
problem for both exponents is to calculate m(1)G,B(1). In fact, this is a problem for almost all
blocks. We were able to do this in the exponent p2 case when we have a normal defect group
[14, 5.21] and we conjecture that this value holds for the more general case. In the exponent p
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an upper bound.
We were not able to calculate k(B) and l(B) exactly. This would be an interesting area for
further study and could be used to examine how sharp the k(B)-Conjecture is. In the exponent p2
case we conjecture that the following will hold,
k(B) = p
2 − 1
|I | + p|I | p
2 + p − 1,
l(B) = |I | p − 1.
Where I is the inertial quotient of a defect group. In the exponent p case we conjecture that the
following holds for p > 7,
k(B) < 4p2 − p − 4,
l(B) 2p2 − p − 3.
It may also be possible to apply the work in this paper to obtain further results in the style
of [18, §4]. In this paper, the elementary abelian 32 defect groups are assumed to be a Sylow
p-subgroups of the group. Kiyota gives partial character tables, the heights of characters and a
partial classification of such groups [18, for example see 4D].
Another remaining problem is to calculate the decomposition and Cartan matrices. Other
conjectures of Robinson, Alperin, McKay and Dade are still to be verified in the case of an
extra special defect group. Some results on Robinson’s Ordinary Weight Conjecture and Dade’s
Projective Conjecture have been recently obtained by A. Alghamdi [1].
Looking further ahead we would want to prove results for all extra special groups as defect
groups. Results of Green and Minh [13] with Mislin [19] show that the fusion in a principal block
with an extra special defect group (excluding p1+2+ and D8) is controlled by the inertial quotient
of the defect group. This may mean that the block is well understood once the fusion in the defect
group caused by the inertial quotient of the defect group is understood. It is also likely that this
will extend to the non-principal case.
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Appendix A
We used the following notational device as in [9]. If G acts on a set X, then we let (G : X)
be the set of G-orbits on X and we let [(G : X)] be a full set of representatives of the G-orbits
on X.
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This section contains a well-known result that we used a number of times in the paper. It
allows us, under certain conditions, to gain information about the block by studying a block with
smaller defect group. We need the following definition before we give the theorem.
Definition A.1. Let H G and G = G/H, we define the following F-algebra homomorphism
μH :FG −→ FG,∑
x∈G
αxx −→
∑
x∈G
αxx.
Where x = xH ∈ G.
Theorem A.2. Let G be a finite group and H be a normal p-subgroup of G. Let G = G/H .
Suppose that |G : CG(H)| is a power of p. If B is a block of G with a defect group D, then
μH(eB) = eB for a unique block B of G. Furthermore, D=D/H is a defect group of B and
the following holds for the Cartan matrices with a suitable choice of bases:
CB = |H |CB.
We refer to the corresponding block as the factor block (in G). A proof of this theorem can be
found in Nagao and Tsushima [20, §5, 8.11].
Subpairs
We follow Olsson’s [25] approach to subpairs.
Definition A.3. Let B ∈ Bl(G). Let R be a p-subgroup of G and let bR be a block of RCG(R).
Then we call (R,bR) aB-subpair (or just a subpair) if bGR =B. We call the set of allB-subpairs
Sp(B).
Since R is normal in RCG(R) it can be seen, from [21, 4.8], that the definition forces R 
δ(bR). Then, by [20, §5, 3.3], we have R  δ(bR)D. We now define an inclusion of subpairs
and subpair conjugacy.
Definition A.4. Let (R,bR), (T , bT ) ∈ Sp(B). We write (R,bR) (T , bT ) if the following con-
ditions are satisfied:
R  T , bTCG(R)R = bTCG(R)T .
Moreover, we write (R,bR) (T , bT ) if there exists a chain of subpairs
(S1, bS1), (S2, bS2), . . . , (Sj , bSj )
such that
(R,bR) (S1, bS1) (S2, bS2) · · · (Sj , bSj ) (T , bT ).
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inclusion of subpairs and bGR =B.
Definition A.5. Let (R,bR), (T , bT ) ∈ Sp(B). Then we say that (R,bR) is (G-)conjugate to
(T , bT ) if the following two conditions are satisfied for some g ∈ G:
T g = R, bgT = bR.
We write (T , bT )g = (R,bR) if (T , bT ), (R,bR) ∈ Sp(B) are G-conjugate.
We denote the inertial quotient in the following way. Let
IG(R,bR) := NG(R,bR)
RCG(R)
.
Since NG(R,bR) is a subgroup of NG(R) we know that IG(R,bR) is a subgroup of the outer
automorphism group of R.
Brauer nets
In [14] we showed how to determine the set, R(D,bD), of representatives for, what Brauer
called, the strong conjugacy classes of subgroups. We recall the definition of R(D,bD).
Definition A.6. First, we define a stronger inclusion of subpairs, n. We say (R,bR)n (S, bS)
if there exists a sequence of subpairs
(R,bR) = (R1, bR1), (R2, bR2), . . . , (Rs, bRs ) = (S, bS)
such that for i = 1,2, . . . , s −1 the subpair (Ri+1, bRi+1) is a Sylow b
NG(Ri,bRi )
Ri
-subpair contain-
ing (Ri, bRi ). (Often termed a normalizer subpair of (Ri, bRi ).)
Now, let B be a block with defect group D, and set
A(D, bD) :=
{
(R,bR) (D, bD)
∣∣ (R,bR) is a Brauer B-subpair},
A0(D, bD) :=
{
(R,bR) ∈ A(D, bD)
∣∣ (R,bR)n (D, bD)} and
R(D,bD) :=
[(
G : A0(D, bD)
)]
.
These definitions can be seen to be equivalent to Brauer’s [7] by considering [2, Theorem 3.10].
In [14, Section 3.9] we showed that the IG(D,bD)-conjugacy classes of subpairs containing
a maximal subgroup of D to determine R(D,bD). So in our case, after a possible renumbering,
we can say that
R(D,bD) =
{
(D,bD), (Q1, bQ1), . . . , (Qs, bQs )
}
for some 1 s  p + 1. This is equivalent to looking at what possible fusion patterns can occur
when D is acted upon by a p′-subgroup (by [7, 2L]) of the outer automorphism group of D.
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We use subsections to estimate k(B) using a Brauer’s result (A.9 and [7, (6C)]). To do this,
we determine the set [(G : sp(B))], a set of representatives of the G-conjugacy classes of sub-
sections.
Definition A.7. Let w be a p-element of G, and bw be a block of CG(w). Then we say that
the pair (w,bw) is a subsection and is associated with the block bGw of G. We call the set of all
B-subsections sp(B).
If (w,bw) is a subsection, then it is easy to see that (〈w〉, bw) is a subpair.
To connect the two concepts we say that the subsection (w,bw) is contained in the subpair
(R,bR) if (〈w〉, bw) (R,bR).
For this we write (w,bw) ∈ (R,bR).
Many results on subpairs can be applied to subsections. In particular, let (R,bR) be a subpair.
Then, by [25, 1.6], for a p-element w ∈ R there exists a unique block, bw , of CG(w), such that
(w,bw) ∈ (R,bR).
We define conjugacy of subsections, as follows.
Definition A.8. Let (w,bw), (v, bv) ∈ sp(B). Then we say (w,bw) is (G-)conjugate to (v, bv) if
the following two conditions are satisfied for some g ∈ G:
wg = v, bgw = bv.
We denote this by (w,bw)g = (v, bv).
The motivation for studying the subsections comes from the following theorem of Brauer. It
will enable us to use subsections to calculate k(B).
Theorem A.9. (See Brauer [4, (7D)].) Let B be a block. Then
k(B) =
∑
(w,bw)
l(bw)
where (w,bw) ∈ [(G : sp(B))].
The definition of a major subsection follows.
Definition A.10. Let (u, bu) be a subsection of G associated with the block B of G. If d(bu),
the defect of bu, is equal to d(B), the defect of B, then we call (u, bu) a major subsection.
It is clear that in general we have d(bu) d(B) since every defect group of bu is contained
in some defect group of B, by [20, §5, 3.3]. We denote the number of G-conjugacy classes of
major subsections associated with B by nB.
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value in the local case.
A.1. Lower defect groups
The following definitions come from Olsson [23]. The results are used in Section 5 and can
also be found in Olsson’s paper which we reference when used.
Definition A.11. Let P(G) be the set of p-subgroups of G and let Π(G) be the set of p-elements
of G. We define the following ideals of the algebra Z(FG). Let R ∈ P(G) and r ∈ Π(G). Then
let
JR =
〈
Kˆ
∣∣K ∈ Cl(G), δ(K)R〉,
JˆR =
〈
Kˆ
∣∣K ∈ Cl(G), δ(K) < R〉,
S(r) = 〈Kˆ ∣∣K ∈ Cl(G), K ⊆ SGp (r)〉.
Where SGp (r) is the p-section of r , this is the set of conjugacy classes of elements of G whose
p-part is conjugate to r . In this case the multiplicity of R as a lower defect group of B is
mG,B(R) = DimF(eBFG∩ JR)− DimF(eBFG∩ JˆR).
If mG,B(R) > 0, then we say that R is a lower defect group of B. We make a further refine-
ment to say that the multiplicity of R as a lower defect group of B in the section of r is
m
(r)
G,B(R) = DimF
(
eBFG∩ S(r)∩ JR
)− DimF(eBFG∩ S(r)∩ JˆR).
Let m(r)
G,B =
∑
R
m
(r)
G,B(R) where we sum over all R ∈ [(G : P(G))].
It is easy to see that mG,B(R) =∑r∈Π(G) m(r)G,B(R). Further results show that D is always
a lower defect group of B. If R is a lower defect group of B, then R is a subgroup of a defect
group of B. If m(r)
G,B(R) > 0, then r is conjugate to an element of the center of R. Finally,
l(B) = m(1)
G,B. (See [23, 3.1, 3.6, 5.7 and §8].)
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